


Air Activities Badge (level 1)
Parts 1 & 2



Part 1 - Make an aircraft out of paper and see how 
well it flies.



Plane 1 - The Hawk.

Fold the paper in half, then open it out again to mark the centre line.
Fold the top corners in to the centre to make a point



Fold the point over 
Fold the top over again



Fold the top corners in to the centre.
Press down firmly on all of your folds.



Fold the plane in half, with the folded parts on the inside.
Fold the top half of the wings outwards, then fold up the wing tips



Fold out the wings to complete your Hawk plane.
Well done!



Plane 2 - The Jet

Fold the paper in half, then open it out again to mark the centre line.
Fold the top corners in to the centre to make a point



Fold down all of the point - and a little bit more, so that your plane looks like an 
envelope



Fold the corners in to the centre again to make a new point.
There should be a small triangle poking out at the base of the pointy bit.



Fold up the small triangle bit to hold everything in place.



Fold the sides in to the middle line - this will make a narrower point.
Then turn the plane over



Fold the plane in half, then open out the wings to finish your Jet.
Well done!



Plane 3 - The Glider

Fold the paper in half, then fold corners in to make a point.



Fold the point down - this time try to fold as close to the base of the point as you 
can.



Fold the top corners in to meet the centre line.



There should be a small triangle below the point where the folded corners meet.
Fold this up.



Turn your plane over, then fold it in half.
The folded parts should be on the outside.



Fold the top half of the wing down. Then turn you plane over and fold the wing on 
the other side.



Fold the wings out to finish your Glider plane.
Well done!



Try them out!
How well do they fly?



Challenges:

● Which flies farthest?
● Which flies straightest?
● Which flies the most accurately?

Let us know how you get on!



To do at home….

Part 2 - Find out about one kind of aircraft and tell 

others in your section about it.
It could be a commercial aircraft like Concorde or Airbus A380, a military aircraft like a Spitfire, 

Lynx or Chinook, or something completely different such as a modern hot air balloon.



Building instruction sheets








